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Summary of Oral History — Maurice Schellekes — English 
 
Maurice Schellekes recalls an experience with another survivor at Yad Vashem; speaking 
in depth of Auschwitz trials; speaking of his accusations against  Münch at trial; speaking 
of Münch; mass shootings; lawyers' defence at Auschwitz trials; unfairness of sentences 
at trial; testifying how and where the Nazi Graf killed people; Vught concentration camp 
in Holland; speaking of the wagons loaded with featherbeds for commanders; speaking 
of the Nazi Graf shooting a man in the head; speaking of his friend Walter Rosenberg—
Rudolph Vrba; being a witness at trial in Vienna; Alex Rosenstock—the dentist of 
Birkenau; trial of Zavatski—throwing living children and older people from trucks into 
fire, in 1944 (not only before crematoriums, but while the crematoriums were in use); 
special Nazi crime police in Tel Aviv—interviewing witnesses and working between Israel 
and German courts—Mr. Kolaris; Auschwitz trial in 1964/65; the father and son Kulka—
father was in Birkenau, and was working at Yad Vashem; speaking of his wife being 
hidden in non-Jewish home; Alex Rosenstock's wife being in a camp; atmosphere at 
trials and the high level lawyers; speaking of the Frankfurt trials; leaving Holland to go to 
Israel in 1963; memories of Holland in 1941; Jews being deported from Amsterdam to 
Mauthausen, by accusations that Jews had attacked the police; speaking of two German 
Jews, Cohn and Kahn, who had confectionary; speaking of Dutch Nazis and their 
provoking of Jewish shops; many Jews living near Rembrandt house at the time; 
speaking of informers; the police asking for his papers, with 'J'; being detained; being in 
Westerbork concentration camp in Holland; SS Polizei Grün; his deportation on August 
6th, 1942; his girlfriend's deportation to Auschwitz; Jews were deported through Yiddish 
theatre in Amsterdam; someone in the Judenrat told his mother that he was deported; 
speaking of being a tailor and a furrier; being told that he can meet his girlfriend at 
Auschwitz; August 10th, 1942 arrival near midnight in Auschwitz; being on the 8th 
transport (on a near normal train) out of Amsterdam; being very naïve—19 years old; 
recalling two German Jews on his transport saying "They will throw us all in the fire.."; 
recalling the spotlights on arrival; thrown into Birkenau; Mengele was there; recalling 
the dogs, the shouting; always in rows of five or ten (roll call); in the camps, the 
Germans only wore the greenish grey uniforms; speaking of the diary of Josef Kramer—
Maurice Schellekes recalls being 'received' by this 'professor' and being told to remove 
his hat... 
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